and writing back from the margins, as Graff notes, old attitudes toward writing instruction and student writing linger.
Indeed, we have all heard the complaints against student writing. As one colleague bitterly complained to me of her freshmen, "They can't write, they can't reason, they can't punctuate, they can't spell." These complaints are often born out of legitimate frustration at the difficulties of teaching writing. Our workloads are high, our classes large. Our students are often underprepared or exhibit such a wide range of preparation that we find ourselves teaching three classes in one. We ourselves may have had little training in writing pedagogy or lack the time to keep up with advances in the field. As Herbert Lindenberger noted in response to Graff's column,
" [E] ven if you understand how important these courses are [,] they take a lot more work to teach than lit courses." In courses in which writing is not the primary focus, we may resent the time that writing issues take from other subject matter. Is it any wonder we complain?
I do believe that the overwhelming majority of us who are privately frustrated with student writing, in whatever course we encounter it, are sincerely committed to improving it. However, there is an important dif ference between venting by the photocopy machine among our colleagues and taking our complaints public. And yet each school year brings another round of bitter published invective against student writing from college English teachers. One critic finds students victims of a "cool consumer worldview," complacent in their ignorance (Edmundson 40) . Another argues they "don't know how to?or care to?express their views" (Gerhardt), while another claims they engage in "illiterate and semiliterate scribbling" when they try (Clio) . So "atrocious" are their grammar and logic, writes
another, that most "are not writing even at the level of competence that was once required of third-graders" (Blue) . Such invectives rarely make reference to the vast body of literature in rhetoric, composition, pedagogy, Instead of longing for a nonexistent past, perhaps we should simply admit that eighteen-year-olds frequently write poorly, and consider it our job to take it from there. Of course, it is easier to blame students. Gerhardt sneers at the stu dent who wants to do an essay on what she considers the " 'problem' of the instant replay." But for the discourse community of sports fans, the instant replay is a widely debated, historically significant, and rhetorically rich problem, as is the use of performance-enhancing drugs, the Bowl Col lege System, and, yes, even the question of whether cheerleading is a sport. Why it is perfectly shocking to any nice young lady to think the latest, good-looking man can speak perfect English and find nothing in stock except second-rate discarded jabber that he has used ever since Taft's administration. Just think of a grown up man saying, "I should worry," when anybody would know that "Ish Ka Bibble" is the proper form. It should be the height of everyone's ambition to make the language they use sound like a musical comedy. While this student's syntax and word choice might lack the belletristic in fluence of her turn-of-the-twentieth-century counterparts, I would argue that the student is better prepared for the rigors of academic and public argument.
A century ago, English professors had no trouble telling students their work was "very elementary," "wretchedly loose," "discreditable," or "en tirely inadequate." Today, though we might privately long for that free dom, we are less likely to insist on our gatekeeping function. Indeed, as a discipline we are committed to a democratic vision of literacy as the linchpin of citizenship. Why then such resistance to student writing, such bitter, public complaint? It is the public nature of the complaint I find so troubling. I believe that this discourse speaks less to our students' capa bilities than to our own fear of and discomfort with writing. ity to teach all students, to take on anyone who wants to "take a whirl." Mi chael Ryan, writing in the Houston Chronicle, laments that students "don't know how to apply grammar and punctuation rules; to write strong sum mary sentences; to use direct quotations and dialogue; to organize essays effectively; to be creative; or to recognize the difference between good and bad research." If this is indeed the case, then why not show them how?
Grumpily insisting that educated people should write everything well, "even a grocery list," or returning "without a response" student e-mails "that contain errors" will not cause students to spontaneously understand comma splices. Nor will insulting them. "The poor souls," Ryan quips, "couldn't write literate essays even if they knew failure meant they'd be shipped off to write reviews of Thomas Hardy novels." Given his attitude, his students might be forgiven for not wanting to learn how to write or for believing that writing is nothing more than a checklist of arbitrary and ob scure rules designed to expose their ignorance. The pseudonymous Pro fessor X concludes early in the semester that a forty-something returning student will fail. Yet he does little to help her: instead of showing her how to use the Internet to do research, he tells her she has "skills deficits" (71) and pushes her off on a librarian; instead of modifying the assignment so that she can research a contemporary issue she does understand, he insists she do a historical one she does not, though either assignment would seem to achieve his goal of having students address scholarship on both sides of an issue; instead of giving her a topic, he lets her flounder through several topic changes so as to preserve the integrity of the assignment; instead of working with her through multiple drafts, giving her feedback on her progress, he lets her turn in a single failing one. schools, "provincial institutions serving students who were often margin ally literate in the language of the learned" (1). We have an obligation to serve such students today.
The trouble with English is that, more than any other subject, it car ries the weight of our society's anxieties and fears about education and is the most visible emblem of both our failure and success. As English teachers, we are asked to do more than we possibly can. or less persuasive? Do we lack a shared culture, as Professor X suggests, and if so, is that a problem? So to these invectives I am grateful. As long as they continue to be published, our students will never lack for inspiration to write.
